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A Restoration organist and his music – Terence Charlston
Points of departure
Albertus Bryne (c1621–1668)
Christopher Gibbons (1615–1676) second son (eldest
surviving) of Orlando Gibbons. He supossedly employed
Froberger as organ blower at Charles II marriage in
Westminster Abbey in 1662 where he remained organist of
until 1666 when he was succeeded by Bryne.
Matthew Locke (1622/3–77). Composer to the Private
Musick in 1660. Organist of the Queens Chapel (In St.
James then the from 1771 the old Somerset House) until he
was replaced by foreigners. According to Roger North, he
carried out his duties in unusual circumstances; ‘He was
organist at Somerset House chappell, as long as he lived; but
the Italian masters, that served there, did not approve of his
manner of play, but must be attended by more polite hands;
and one while one Sabinico [Giovanni Sebenico], and
A detail of the organ in Old St.Paul’s
afterwards Sigr Babtista Draghe, used the great organ, and
Cathedral from Wenceslaus Hollar’s
Lock (who must not be turned out of his place, nor the
engraving, 1657.
execution) had a small chamber organ by, on which he
performed with them the same services.’
John Blow (1648/9–1708) Successor on Bryne’s death at Westminster Abbey in 1668. In 1679
he created a vacancy for the young Purcell by resigning as organist of Westminster Abbey. The
two men shared a close professional relationship. in 1682 Purcell joined Blow as one of the three
organists of the chapel Royal (the third being William Child), and in 1684 the two of them
successfully championed Father Smith in his ‘battle of the organs’ with Renatus Harris at the
Temple Church. Blow resumed his post at Westminster Abbey on Purcell’s death.
Henry Purcell (1659–95)
John Ravenscroft (?–before 1709) Resident in Rome in the late 17th century. Described himself
a ‘dilettante. His Op.1 trio sonatas were pub. As Corelli’s Op.7 (c1735).
John Barrett (c1676–1719) He was a chorister in the Chapel Royal under John Blow. Organist
of St Mary-at-Hill and Christ’s Hospital until his death. Busy career writing for the theatre.
William Croft (1678–1727) A protégé of Blow (Chorister in Chapel Royal) and influenced by
Purcell. Organist. Succeeded Blow at Chapel Royal and Westminster Abbey.
Philip Hart (?1674–1749) Organist at St Andrew Undershaft and of St Michael Cornhill (1704–
23) and St Dionis Backchurch (1724–49). Ode in Prasie of Musick (1702). Performed at Thomas
Britton’s concerts in Clerkenwell. Hawkins described Hart as ‘a sound musician’, who
‘entertained little relish for those refinements in music which followed the introduction of the
Italian opera into this country, for which reason he was the idol of the citizens, especially such of
them as were old enough to remember Blow and Purcell.’
William Raylton (1688–1757) Chorister, lay clerk and master of the choristers at canterbury
Cathedral. J-Tn N-3-35 was probably a gift of his predecessor in Canterbury, Daviel Hnstridge,
rather than Croft, with whom Raylton studied.

Froberger visited London in 1650s and poss. 1662.
Giovanni Battista Draghi (c1640–1708) in London 1662–73.
Giovanni Sebenico (c1640–1705) in London 1666–73.
Bernard Smith (c1630–1708) tuning Westminster Abbey organ from 1667 and organist St.
Margaret’s Westminster.
‘Captain’ Prendcourt (1640s–1725) in England from 1686.

Forms and Structures
1. Voluntary and Verse. Multi-sectional and bi-sectional. Connections with eighteenth
century voluntary. Vocal style. Free-er textures and Toccata figuration.
2. Durezze e ligature. Locke, C. Gibbons, Purcell, Frescobaldi/Blow.
3. Increasing importance of figural style and imitative counterpoint. Italian and German
influences. Blow D minor Voluntary – recurring countersubjects. Purcell/Reincken/Bach
Toccata in A. Purcell String Fantazias and Ravenscroft’s E minor Voluntary
4. Psalm Settings Musicks Handmaide (1663 and 1678), Blow (1703) and Croft.
Continental influences. Absence of cantus firmus pieces.
5. Harpsichord music. Grounds. Bryne and Raylton (Tn no.77). Blow Trumpet Almains.
Prendcourt
Registration
1. Double organ voluntaries. Locke and early examples, solos in left and right hands with
antiphonal effects and combination of both hands on solo manual towards end. Less
antiphonal style of later examples, Blow, Croft and Purcell.
2. Cornet/Echo voluntaries. John Barrett’s voluntary remained popular into 18th century,
with diff. Ascriptions (e.g. Purcell) and changes in registration practice. Use of half stops
and shifting movement on one manual organs (Blow A minor) – Great Cornet and
Sesquialtera being divided. Influence of Iberian peninsula.
3. Trumpet voluntaries. Famous Purcell/Blow. Anon (Jeans MS) Cox 29.

Musical Examples

3-part Fantasia with Toccata elements
Albertus Bryne: Voluntary in A minor
No. 30 from Albertus Bryne: Keyboard Music. ed. Terence Charlston, Oslo: Norsk Musickforlag A/S. (2008)

2-part Voluntary
Christopher Gibbons: Voluntary for the Single organ (in F major)
C. Gibbons: Keyboard Compositions, ed. C.G. Rayner, CEKM, xviii (1967, rev. 2/1989 by J. Caldwell)

2-part Voluntary
Christopher Gibbons: Voluntary for the Single organ (in D minor)
C. Gibbons: Keyboard Compositions, ed. C.G. Rayner, CEKM, xviii (1967, rev. 2/1989 by J. Caldwell)

2-part Voluntary
Locke: For the Organ (in F major)
Matthew Locke: Melothesia (1673) ed. Christopher Hogwood, Oxford: Oxford University Press. (1987)

Duo
Locke: For the Organ (in D minor)
Matthew Locke: Melothesia (1673) ed. Christopher Hogwood, Oxford: Oxford University Press. (1987)

Double Organ Voluntary
Locke: For the Double Organ
Matthew Locke: Melothesia, 1673 ed. Christopher Hogwood, Oxford: Oxford University Press. (1987)

Invertible counterpoint
John Ravenscroft: Voluntary in E minor. GB-Cfm MS 645, f.11v.
Ravenscroft 1 from Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989)

Cornet Voluntaries
John Barrett: Voluntary in D. J-Tn.
Barrett 2 from Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989)

Anon: Prayse ye our Lord God on strings and Organs. Psalme 150, v.4.
No. 57 from Christopher Hogwood: ‘fitt for the Manicorde’ 58 pieces from M 1471. Bicester: Edition HH. (2003)

Trumpet Voluntaries
Anon: Trumpet Voluntary in C. Jeans MS, p. 43.
Anon 29 from Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989)

John Blow: Anthem: Awake, utter a song GB-Cfm: MS 240, f. 13v. Source: Cox, 226.
Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989), p.226.

Psalm Tunes
John Blow: Windsor Tune to The Psalm the 17.36.39.74.85.90.123.131.
(London, 1703, 2/ Walsh, c1730), p.1. Source: John Blow: Complete Organ Works, ed. B. Cooper, MB, lxix
(1996).

There is evidence that English players were acquainted with the dissonant appoggiaturas the Italians might
have called acciaccatura or mordente. Gasparini (1963), pp. 80–81. Roger North commented that:
organists grace with the utmost neatness in all kinds and use more of [the] mixture than of [the] alternations
of sounds. North (1959), p. 169.
By this latter point, he may have been thinking of the simultaneous sounding of tonic and dominant chord
together and then the gradual release of the dissonant dominant notes: a practice he probably heard in the
Italian style toccatas of foreign organists in London. He also noted that in organ performance, a beat on a low
note becomes two notes crushed together:
It is the common practice of organists, instead of the grace they call the beat-up [Beat], upon low keys, to
put downe two to sound together in semitone, which, in the same designe, hath a better effect… North
(1959), p. 170

6.3 Organs Bryne was organist of the old St. Paul’s Cathedral in London for over thirty years although the
puritan upheavals of the commonwealth prevented him from exercising his duties for most of that period.
Services resumed with the Restoration but ceased with the Great Fire in 1666, after which Bryne shared his
allegiance with Westminster Abbey. Before the Great Fire, the old St. Paul’s Cathedral contained a sixteenth
century organ, possibly by William Beton (or Betun) which had been rebuilt in some form by Paul Hamlyn
probably in the first quarter of the seventeenth century. It is described in a letter from the Governor of the
Spanish Netherlands as being in a case thirty feet high with nine stops on one manual and six on the other. The
organ must have fared badly during the Civil Wars and Commonwealth. The organ loft was destroyed by
December 1648 and the rest perished in the Great Fire of London along with any records from which we might
glean information. We can just see the organ in its elevated position over the choir stalls in an engraving by
Hollar [CD-ROM only Fig. 14].1 The interior of the choir had been refurbished with ornately carved
woodwork by Inigo Jones for Bishop Laud. Just what opportunity Bryne had to display his playing in church is
a matter for speculation and it is worth noting that the diarist, Pepys, had not heard a church organ until he was
twenty-seven (Diaries 8 July, 1660). After the Restoration, it was usual at St. Paul’s for the organ to
accompany all harmonised music and organ voluntaries were played after the Psalms at morning and evening
prayer, and after the blessing at the end of the litany (and presumably at the end of evening prayer).2
A typical mid-seventeenth century organ is Robert Dallam’s penultimate instrument for Lichfield Cathedral
before leaving for Britanny in 1642. It has no mixtures or reeds and the diapason and principal stops of the
main division have two ranks to make a fuller sound.3 It may be similar in design to the style of the organ
Bryne knew and played in old St. Paul’s. After the Great Fire in 1666, Bryne was briefly organist of
Westminster Abbey. Like St.Paul’s, little is known of the Abbey organs in the seventeenth century. A member
of the Dallam family, George Dallam (and his grandfather Thomas and father Robert before him), was
responsible for the upkeep of the organs there from 1607 until Bernard Smith took over sometime after 1664.
John Burward worked at Westminster Abbey in about 1625 and shortly afterwards completed a double organ
for Sir Thomas Middleton of Chirk Castle in Denbighshire. In the summer of 1643, the soldiers quartered in
the building did ‘break downe the Organs and pawned the pipes at several ale houses for pots of ale.’ The
organ over the north side of the choir was replaced or repaired at a cost of £1204 and was heard by Pepys on 4
November 1660—‘The first time that I ever heard organs in a cathedral.’ Perkins assumed that George Dallam
built or at least re-built this organ. It had a gilded case and can be seen in prints of James II’s coronation and
an oil painting of the 1690s.5
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The organ is described in St.Paul’s (1907), 14.
James Clifford (1663) Divine Services and Anthems. See Spink, 2004.
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Bicknell (1996), 87.
4
WAM 44024.
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Perkins (1937), 15 and 17, and Gwynn (1995).
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Chirk Castle, Denbighshire

Lichfield Cathedral

John Burward 1631

Robert Dallam 1639–40

...within the case … two settes of keyes and two sound boordes
and tenne stoppes all of good metall pipes
namelie to the upper sett of keyes to be fitted
one stopt diapason
one open diapason from gamut upwards
one principall for the fore front paynted and guilded
workmanlike and inwardlie a Recorder
a small principal
a fifteenth
and a one two & twentieth:
for the lower set of keyes three more of metall
one diapason
a principall
and a principall
and that the said Organ shall have three bellowes with two sound
boordes, conveyances, Conduittes, Ironwork and all other things
fitting for such an Organ well and workmanlike wrought and
preformed...

[Great Organ]
2 open diapasons of Tynn
two principals of Tynn
one twelfe of Tynn
one small principal
& one two & twenty
& for the Chayre organ
one principall of Tynn chased
one Stopped diapason of wood
one flute of wood to singe to
one small principall of…
& one 22tie
& that evrie one of the said stopps shall have and containe 51
pipes a piece.

After the Restoration, Bryne’s cathedral music features in the music lists of at least one major cathedral
(Durham)6 and earlier organ music such as the organ voluntary 30 was still in liturgical use. Towards the end
of his life, Bryne may have known the Dutch or German emigré organ builder, Bernard Smith, who was
organist of St Margaret’s Westminster, within the precincts of Westminster Abbey. Like his main rival,
Renatus Harris (a descendant of the Dallam Family), Smith brought foreign innovations such as reeds,
mixtures and the cornet stop, which he combined with the indigenous lack of any pedalboard and the English
preference for wooden stopped diapasons. The organ at Westminster Abbey was perhaps not as
comprehensively destroyed in the Commonwealth as the appearance of the case suggested and it is unlikely
that there was sufficient time for a complete rebuild of the organ between Charles’ restoration and November
1660 when Pepys heard it for the first time. Smith added another manual to this organ later on in the century.
The contract for this work was signed in the presence of Henry Purcell and dated 20 July 1694. This was
probably the first time this organ was converted to singing pitch and perhaps it had only had one manual since
1660.7 Unfortunately there is no further documentary evidence until Schneider’s contract in the eighteenth
century.8
Typical of Smith’s organs at this period is that built for Christ Church, Oxford in 1690s.9 This instrument had
two keyboards and each division was spatially separated, the Chair Organ case being behind the player on the
gallery rail.
Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford
Bernard Smith, 1690s
Great Organ
Open Diapason
Stopped Diapason
Principal
Twelfth
Fifteenth
Tierce
Sesquialtera

8
8
4
22/3
2
13/5
III

Cornet (from c#')
Trumpet
Chair Organ
Stopped Diapason
Principal
Flute
Fifteenth

IV
8

8
4
4
2

Compass: GG/C – c''' (short octave)
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Dearnley (1970), 282.
Private correspondence with Dominic Gwynn.
8
Private conversation with David Knight. See also Knight (2001).
9
Although this organ is often assigned the date 1680, the four tower case is closer in design to later Smith organs such as Great St. Mary,
Cambridge (1698) and St. Peter in the Tower of London (formerly the Banqueting House) rather than early example for Durham
Cathedral or St. Clement Danes, London. Private correspondence with Dominic Gwynn.
7

At the time of his death, Bryne’s domestic effects in Battersea included ‘a paire of organs’ which, with other
unidentified objects and possibly plucked keyboards, were valued at £30.10 Throughout the seventeenth
century, organs remained popular in private homes and public places other than churches, and the harpsichord
music in this edition would have been an equal candidate for performance on organs, at least in a domestic and
secular setting. Smaller chamber organs were made in the form of a small chest or table organ.11 That at Knole
is one of four small organs which survive from the first half of the century. Of the other three, two are table
organs and one a chamber organ. The chamber organ at Canons Ashby consists of a small chest with double
doors in the manner of a domestic cupboard which sat on a stand or table. It has one manual and four stops
made entirely of wood.12
Canons Ashby, Chamber Organ
Anon (attributed Smith), late seventeenth century

Knole, Kent
Anon (c.1620s)
[Stopped Diapason]
[Principal]
[Twelfth]
[Fifteenth]
all stops of oak

8
4
22/3
2

Stopped Diapason
Principal
Fifteenth
Mixture

8
4
2
II

Compass: C, AA, D – c'''

The claviorgan (an organ and harpsichord combined in one instrument) and regal (a reed stop and a small
keyboard instrument based on it) were also known in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The
earliest extant English harpsichord, by Lodewyk Theewes, 1579, was part of an elaborate claviorgan now in
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. The regal could vary in size from the so-called bible regal which
folded up into a space the size of a large book, to the magnificent example now in Blair Athol Castle dated
1650 which had five stops; Stopped Diapason, Principal, Twelfth, Fifteenth, Trumpet.13
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Inventory of goods, chattels and debts made on 28 December 1668 and valued at £200 in total. See PROB 5/2825 and 4/2143. In 1669,
‘a pair of Harpsicalls and frame with lock’ cost £6. See Dulwich College (1907), 438.
11
Mace (1966), 242–5.
12
This ingenious design is always associated with Smith from the mid-eighteenth century but in fact antedates his appearance in
England. Private correspondence with Dominic Gwynn.
13
Formerly attributed to John Loosemore but now thought to be of continental manufacture, possibly for an Imperial Knight judging by
the unidentified coat of arms which adorn it. Private correspondence with Dominic Gwynn. See Caldwell (1973), 44 and Galpin (1965),
292–300.

The Psalms by Dr Blow Set Full for the Organ or Harpsichord as they are Play'd in Churches or Chapels (London,
1703, 2/ Walsh, c1730), p.1. Source: John Blow: Complete Organ Works, ed. B. Cooper, MB, lxix (1996).

Anon: Prayse ye our Lord God on strings and Organs. Psalme 150, v.4.
No. 57 from Christopher Hogwood: ‘fitt for the Manicorde’ 58 pieces from M 1471. Bicester: Edition HH. (2003)

John Barrett: Voluntary in D. J-Tn.
Barrett 2 from Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989)

Bass verse ‘They that are deliv’red’ from Blow’s anthem Awake, utter a song. GB-Cfm: MS 240, f. 13v.
Source: Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989), p. 226.

Philip Hart: Fugue in F (Dawes,1973)

Prendcourt: Prelude in F. Transcription Terence Charlston

Anon: Trumpett Almand. GB-Och 1177.
Source: Candace Bailey: (1997) Late-Seventeenth-Century-English Keyboard Music: Christ Church, Oxford,
Mus.MS 1177 and Bodleian Library Mus.Sch. MS D.219. Recent Researches in the Music of the Baroque Era, 81.
Maddison: A-R Editions.

Purcell: Trumpet Tune (from TheIndian Queen)
Source: Henry Purcell: Complete Keyboard Works, ed. Christopher Kite, Chester, 1983.

Anon: Trumpet Voluntary in C. Jeans MS, p. 43.
Anon 29 from Geoffrey Cox: Organ Music in Restoration England. New York: Garland. (1989)

